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ABSTIL4CT

The mixed-conducting Sr-Fe-Co oxide has potential use as a gas separation membrane. Its
superior oxygen transport reveals the feasibility of using oxide membranes in large-scale oxygen
separation. Sr2Fe3.XCoXOY(with x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0) samples were made by solid state
reaction. To understand the oxygen transport mechanism in this system, conductivity and
thermogravimetry experiments were conducted at high temperature in various oxygen partial
pressure environments. The oxygen diffilsion coefficient was determined from the time relaxation
transient behavior of the specimen after switching the surrounding atmosphere. Mobility of the
charge carrier was derived from relative conductivity and weight changes. X-ray difliaction
experiments were carried out on these samples to determine their crystal structures.

INTRODUCTION

Oxides with mixed electronic and oxygen ionic conductivities have been widely studied for
use as components in high-temperature electrochemical devices such as solid-oxide fhel cells,
oxygen sensors, oxygen pumps, batteries, and oxygen-permeable membrane catalysts [1-5]. The
SrzFe3.XCoXOYhas not only high combined electronic and oxygen ionic conductivities but also
appreciable oxygen permeability [6-8]. It holds particular promise as ceramic membranes
designed to separate oxygen ftom air, being impervious to other gaseous constituents. SrzFezCoOY
can be used to produce syngas (CO + H2) by direct conversion of methane and other basic
hydrocarbon gases, such as coal gas, without external electrical circuitry [6]. The oxygen
permeation flux through this type of membrane could be considered commercially feasible [9-12].

The intense interest in developing materials with high oxygen ionic conductivity has recently
faused on perovskite and/or perovskite-related oxygen-deficient structures, for example, the
brownmillerite structure [13]. Although the idealized perovskite structure does not contain
oxygen vacancies, its structure is extremely versatile. Oxygen ionic conduction can be induced by
incorporating oxygen vacancies into the structure. The brownmillerite structure is related to the
perovskite structure but contains ordered oxygen vacancies that result in significant oxide ionic
conduction (normally due to the existence of oxygen vacancies). In those materials, oxygen
vacancies are the primary charge carriers for oxygen ionic conduction. Activation energies of these
materials are normally greater than 1 eV, and the oxygen surface exchange rate is low. Unlike the
brownmillerite and similar materials, SrzFe~-XCoXOYutilizes interstitial oxide ions and holes as the
predominant charge carriers in an oxygen-rich environment [7,14], and its oxygen surface
exchange rate is sufficiently high that the oxygen transport is primarily bulk-controlled [15]. The
oxygen ionic conductivity and oxygen permeability of Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYare superior to these of
other mixed-conducting materials. These unique transport properties make the Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYa
technologically important material.

In this paper, we focus on the relationships between structure and transport properties of the
Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYmaterials. We report X-ray powder diffraction results, temperature- and oxygen-
partial-pressure (pOz)-dependent electrical conductivity, mobility, and oxygen diffision
coeftlcient. Based on our experimental results, we attempt to build a coherent picture to correlate
the structure, oxygen transport properties, and thermodynamics of the Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYsystem.



EXPERIMENT

SrzFeJ.xCo,OY(X= 0.0,0.3,0.6, and 1.0) powders were made by the solid-state reaction
method. Details were reported earlier in Ref. 7. Pellets were made by pressing uniaxially with a
120-MPa load then sintering in airat=1200”C for 5 h. The true density of S@e3.Xo@y,
measured on powder with AccuPyc 1330
pycnometry, agrees with the theoretical ---------------------- ...

density obtained from the X-ray diffraction
pattern. Bulk density of the sintered pellets
was measured by the Archimedes method
and found to be =95’%0of the theoretical
value. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and electron-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis revealed the good homogeneity and
phase integrity of the sample.

X-ray powder diffi-action analysis was
carried out on a Scintag XDS-200
diffractometer. Data were taken by using Cu
~ radiation. A high-purity intrinsic Ge
energy-dispersive detector was used to
minimize the backgrounds due to sample
fluorescence. The diffraction data were

Fig. 1. Schematicdrawingof experimentalsetup
usedforconductivityandthermogravimetric

analyzed with the Rietveld program [16]. analysis.

Electrical conductivity of the SrzFe~-XCoXOYsample was determined by the conventional four-
probe method on bar specimens cut from the sintered pellets. Details of the experimental setup
for high-temperature measurement were reported earlier [7]. Weight change of the specimen due
to pOZ change in the surrounding atmosphere was monitored and recorded by a CAHN TG-121
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) apparatus. The atmosphere surrounding the specimen was
controlled by using premixed gases of various pOZ values. A schematic illustration of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. To determine the oxygen diffisivity of Sr2Fe3-XCoKOy,we
fust equilibrated the specimen in an environment of specific pOZ value, then abruptly changed
the pOZ in the surrounding atmosphere to a different value and monitored the weight change of
the specimen as a fimction of time. The oxygen dif.fhsion coefficient is thus determined from the
time relaxation data [17]. Concentration change of oxide ions due to change of surrounding
atmosphere is related to the weight change of the specimen. The change in concentration of oxide
ions in the specimen is given by [18]

ACj=N~.~.~
w M.

(1)

where AW and W are the weight change and the initial weight of the specimen, N~ is Avogadro’s
number (6.022 x 1023mol-’), d is the density of Sr2Fe3#oXOy, and &l. is the atomic weight of
oxygen (16 g“mol-l). Conductivity is related to the concentration ofjth charge carriers by

aj = CjZjey.j (2)

where Cj is the number density of charge carriers of typej (in cm-s), Zj is the number of the
electron charge carried by these carriers, e is the elementary electron charge (in C), and p. is the
mobility of thejth charge carriers in the solid (in Q“cmz”V-1). Substituting Eq. 1 into Eq. ~, we
can then express the mobility of oxide ions as
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where F is the Faraday constant, and Zj = 2 for oxide ions.

The oxygen chemical diffision coefficient of SrzFe2C00 measured by the conductivity
“Lrelaxation method was reported earlier [17]. During the welg t relaxation experiments, we

abruptly changed the pOZ in the surrounding atmosphere and then monitored specimen weight
change by using TGA as a fiction of time. The diffision process of the oxygen ions is described
by Fick’s second law:

x
— = div(ll “gnzd c)
&

(4)

where D is the oxygen chemical difision coefficient (in cm2”sec-1),and C is the concentration of
the diffixsing substance.

The transient behavior in the reequilibration process was analyzed by fitting the time
relaxation data to the solution of Fick’s second law with appropriate boundary conditions. For a
thin slab specimen, weight change during the relaxation process can be expressed by [18]

W(t) – W(0) “ 8

(

(2n i- l)ix2Dt
‘1–~(2n+l)2~W(oo)– w(o)

* exp –
412 )

(5)

where 1is the half-thickness of the specimen slab (in cm), and W(t), W(0), W(OO)are the weights
of specimen at time t,at the starting time, and at infinite time. The oxygen diffusion coefficient
can be determined by least-squares fitting of the time-dependent weight relaxation data, W(t), to
Eq. 5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X-ray diffraction profiles of the sintered Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYand, for comparison, SrFeO.&oO.@J+
perovskite are plotted in Fig. 2. Rietveld profile analysis of the diffraction data was petiormed to
determine the phase composition of the synthesized samples. For the SrzFe30Ysample (X=0) a
satisfactory fit to the diflkaction mofile was obtained (see Fiz 3) using for initial atom Positions
a crystallo~aphic model of Sr4F&6013as reported by Yoshi&a e~al. [l-!]. No evidence ~f
secondary phases was found in sample Sr2Fe30 , indicatin that it was phase-pure. The crystal

65structure of Sr2Fe30Yis particularly interesting ecause Fe cations are present with three
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Fig. 2. Room-temperature X-ray diffraction profiles of
air-sintered samples: (a) SrzFeJOY,(b) SrzFez.4C00.~Oy,
(c) SrzFezCoOy,(d) SrzFei,tjCol.40y,and
(e) SrFeO.~CoO.zOJ-s.
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Fig. 3. Rietveld profile tit to powder X-ray diffraction
data of SrzFeJOysample.0bserve4 calculated,and
differenceprofilesare shown along with reflection
markers.
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different oxygen coordination: octahedral, trigonal-bipyramidal and square-pyramidal. The
structure is also layered and can be thought of as consisting of alternating SrFe03 and Fe203
blocks. A schematic representation of the SrAFe~O1~crystal structure is shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1. Phase compositions of air-sintered Sr2FeJ.XCoXOYsamples and unit cell
parameters of component phase.

x Sr2FeJ-XCoXOYSrFel-ZCoZOJ~ coo a (A) b (~) c (A) v (As)

0.0 > 98% 11.126 18.978 5.5864 1179.6
0.3 * 95% = 4yo = 1% 11.085 19.016 5.5670 1173.5
0.6 = 90?40 = 8~o =2’% 11.065 19.008 5.5618 1169.8
1.0 =70% =25% = 5% 11.017 19.030 5.5463 1162.8

L [SrQFezO#-block

Fig.Q. Schematic representation of sd%6013 crystal

structure.
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Fig. 5. Conductivity of SrzFeJ.,Co~OYsamples
plotted as a fimction of temperature.

For the SrzFezCoOYsample (x = 1), however, Rietveld analysis revealed a multiphase
composition of =700/oweight fraction (w@ SrzFe3.XCoXOY(x = 1), 25% Wtf SrFel.ZCoQa
(z= 0.33) and 5% wtf CoO. The lower cobalt substituted samples, with x = 0.3 and 0.6, were
composed of =90°/0wtf of the layered Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYphase and minor amounts of perovskite
SrFel-zCoz03a and COO. Incorporation of cobalt into the structure of Sr2Fe3-XCoX0leads to a

+steady change in unit cell parameters with increasing cobalt doping, x, as shown in able 1. The
SrzFe3-XCoXOYunit cell volume gradually decreases with increasing cobalt substitution, as
expected, because the ionic radius of Co3+cation, q(vI) = 0.61 ~ is less than ri(vl) = 0.645 ~ of
the Fe3+cation.

Table 2. Equilibrium conductivities and weights of a Sr2Fe2CoOYspecimen in
various oxygen partial pressure environments at 950”C

Atmosphere log(poz) M (mg) 0 (S/cm)

100’?4002 155.1365 25.17
air -8.678 154.9001 22.68
0.4’XO02 -2.373 154.7498 20.26
1% co/co2 -11.5 153.0345 1.13
8% H#HzO -18.2 144.8230 0.94
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Fig. 6. Mobility of SrzFezCoOYas a function of oxygen
partial pressure.
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Fig. 7. Weight change of SrzFezCoOYas a function of
time after switching surrounding atmosphere from
17. CO/COZ to 0.4% OJAr.

The conductivity of Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYincreases with increasing x, as shown in Fig. 5. The
equilibrium conductivities and weights of Sr2Fe2C00 in various environments at 950°C are listed

din Table 2. Conductivity increases with increasing p z. The mobility of oxide ions in Sr2Fe2CoOY
can be estimated by substituting the data into Eq. 3, and the result is plotted in Fig. 6. At high
pOZ, mobility is almost independent of pOz and has a value of =3 x 10-2cm2.V-l”sec-1.At low
pOZ, however, mobility is lower by more than two orders of magnitude. This may imply that the
interaction between oxide ions and their sublattices is stronger at low pOZ, and that the
interaction becomes steadily weaker with increasing p02. When pOZ is greater than a certain
value, the interaction tends to be saturated and to become independent of pOz.

Table 3. Oxygen difision coefllcient of Sr2Fe2CoOYin various pOZ environments
at 950”C

Atmosphere Change Alog(pOz) D (cm2”sec-1)
100% 0~ to Air -0.678 5.27 X 10-7
Air to ~.4Y0OZIAr -1.695 7.13 x 10-7

+1 .695 5.38 X 1060.4’XOO#Ar to Air
0.4% 02/Ar to 1% co/co2 -9.127 1.36 X 10+
1’%CO/C02 to 0.4% Oz/Ar +9.127 1.68 x 10-6
1% CO/COq to 8% Hq/HqO -6.700 7.18 X 10-7

l.or , , ,

Figure 7 shows a typical example of the
weight change of Sr2Fe2CoOYas a function

1-Q to 0.4%0JAr

0.80 -

of time after switching the surrounding -0

atmosphere. Relaxation data were analyzed >

by a least-squares fitting to Eq. 5 with ~- 0.60-

geometry parameters of the specimen. 2
Experimental data and their fittings are $- 0“40-
shown in Fig. 8. Agreement appears to be
good between the experimental data and the 0.20-
fitting curve. Oxygen diffusion coefficients
of Sr2Fe2CoOYat 950”C in various pOZ t 1 1 1
environments are given in Table 3. The

00
0 5000 10000 15000 20000

oxygen chemical {lffbsion coefficient of Time (see)

Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYis s 1O-Gcm2.sec-1 at 950”C. Fig.8. Time relaxation data and its theoretical fitting
for SrzFezCoOY
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CONCLUSIONS

The phase composition of the Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYsamples was found to be strongly dependent on
cobalt content. The Sr2Fe30Ysample is a single-phase material, whereas the cobalt-containing
samples are multiphase. The amount of SrFel-ZCoZ03+perovskite phase in the cobalt-containing
samples increases disproportionately with x. Conductivity of Sr2Fe3.XCoXOYincreases with
increasing cobalt content and increasing p02. At 950”C in air, the conductivity of Sr2Fe2C00 is
=25 S“cm-l. At high p02, mobility is almost independent of p02 and has a value of =3 x 10-2
cm2”V-’“see-l.At low pOZ, however, mobility is lower by more than two orders of magnitude.
The oxygen chemical diffi,lsion coei%cient of Sr2Fe3-XCoXOYis =10-6cm2.sec-l at 950”C.
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